
Paula Brown’s purpose, her life’s art, is to ignite and connect folks to their own heart and  
to the heart of nature. She is the ultimate guide in getting people and their pets “unstuck” 
and into mutual understanding and healing. Paula is an Animal Communicator and 
Heartist. A soul storyteller, she heals Heart to Heart with “Fur Folk Talk”, connecting 
pets with their people. Her telepathic, energic reads, and pet essence fine art, show 
the purpose, needs, and souls of people and their pets in both present and past 
moments. All of her life, her expression of truth has sprung from her connection to 
nature. Paula’s best-selling book “Fur Shui. An Introduction to Animal Feng ShuiTM.” (US, 
Canada, UK, translated to Italian) shines her intuitive questing tools within and beyond 
the visible world.

PAULA’S MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS INCLUDE:
Why your heart is smarter than your mind. Speaking from your heart (whether to fur 
folks or non), and feeling from your mind, is the most effective method for real growth and 
discovery in life and relationship. Finding how our pets are sent to help us and also reflect 
“US” is magical and the beginning of real healing.
Value add for audience:  Giving your fans permission and encouragement to share, find 
hope, and express their unconditional love to and from their pets is priceless. Their “Ah-
Ha” discoveries by having a telepathic communication with their pets gives them peace, 
joy, validations...all encouraged by you.
Healing by finding your pet’s purpose to heal YOU. Real understanding of your 
personal purpose comes from finding your pet’s purpose, physical and emotional needs. 
Value add for audience:  Your audience gains precious insights as to WHY their pets are 
with them and how fur folks show you your own strengths and lessons. Teachings that help 
your tribe find inner peace, joy, strength, and healings both emotional and physical!

CONTACT
Phone: 310.621.8512

Email: 
paula@animalhearttalk.com

Websites: 
www.animalhearttalk.com  
www.furfolktalk.com 
            

THE HEART OF CONVERSATION / FUR FOLK TALK: CONNECTING HEART TO HEART

FUR FOLK TALK

Featured on:

Paula’s praise includes top international awards for her skill of  
finding “brand heart” as Ad Agency Creative Director, and featured 
on TV, radio, on-line, and as guest speaker with her book “Fur Shui”.

Martha Stewart Radio

{ see more
kudos...

PRAISE

}“Paula is profoundly connected to animals and comes from pure love. You will find 
comfort, insight, and joy working with her.” ……Laura / San Diego, CA
……………………..
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P A U L A  B R O W N



FIND AND COMMUNICATE WITH THE HEART OF YOU, NATURE, YOUR PETS!  Phone: 310.621.8512 
Email: paula@animalhearttalk.com     Websites: www.animalhearttalk.com   www.furfolktalk.com

CONTACT

MORE PRAISE!

“Paula is the best animal communicator. I have had her read many of my pets 
over the years to find out health issues and about their backgrounds as rescue 
animals. It is amazing, I don’t know how she does it but it is a gift for certain. 
She is always correct. 
      It is uncanny.” 
…………………….              Lauren / Los Angeles, CA

{ }
“Paula has become a constant in my life. A month after arriving in Michigan, my Corgi, Indy, passed 
away and Paula spoke with him the day before and the day after. Paula has an amazing gift to be able 
to connect to the soul of an animal and to talk with them and bring comfort to both the animal and the 
owner. She is a blessing to all animals that she comes in contact with giving them a voice. I know she will 
remain a part of our family for as long as we are here.”       
      ……………Kimberlee / Michigan

{ }

Why it’s NOT crazy to talk with your “imaginary friends”. 
Introduce new ways of communicating, of growing relationship 
understanding and well-being by listening to the “Heart talk” 
from nature, animals and your home! Share beneficial ancient 
intuitive methods of heart communications with animals, energetic 
tools of dowsing, feng shui (Black Hat), Hawaiian shamanistic 
healing (Huna), and many more visionary alternative tools.

Value add for audience:
Spark lively conversations of surprising and synchronistic 
everyday miracles. Expand and encourage trust, growth, joy,  
and confidence, applying the intuitive tools we were born to use.

BONUS TOPIC

SOME FUR FOLK TALK “PULLS”
Opening up to hearing and talking with one’s “heart” 
to a pet or nature creates curiosity, authenticity, and 
sparks interest in new ways of “listening”; connects 
folks to your “heart” essence and core message 
creating profound results by and with:

 *Blue Sky ideation  *Discovering big “Ah-Ha”s

 *Searching deeper  *Intuitive confidence 
    *Sparking talk from “heart” rather than “head”

 *Giving your audience new ways to “discover”  
    *Growing your expertise to give NEW pt of view

 *Adding loyal fans with innovation and like-beliefs

{ }“Paula is the real deal! She blew me away with her accuracy in communicating 
with my dogs.”     Gina / San Diego, CA
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